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Message

Essential to distinguish between supply stagnation (US) and
demand stagnation (Euro area and Japan)
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The US case

Labor-market indicators range from extremely tight (vacancies)
to moderately slack (long-term unemployment, involuntary part
time)

But real earnings per household are way below trend path

Appropriate to use the term stagnation for earnings per
household and to examine the sources of that stagnation
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Average real earnings per household,
2009 dollars
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Sources of supply stagnation

Declining labor share

Depleted capital

Reduced productivity growth

Collapse of labor-force participation
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Decomposition of real earnings per
household
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Labor share
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Total factor productivity
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Capital per household
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Total hours of work per household
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Decomposition of hours per household,
using CPS data

Hours per household = [participants per household]

× [workers per participant]

× [hours per worker]
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Total hours of work per household, CPS
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Participants per household
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Workers per participant
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Hours per worker
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Medium-term outlook

Capital likely to return to historical path of the capital/output
ratio, as in the standard growth model

Productivity growth not predictable

Reasons for collapse of participation not well understood
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Changes in weekly hours of time use,
2003 to 2013
American Time Use Survey

Personal 
care

Household 
work

Market 
work

Education Leisure Other

Men 1.3 0.1 -2.5 0.2 1.3 -0.4

Women 1.6 -0.7 -0.8 -0.1 0.8 -0.8
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Labor-force participation rate, monthly
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Conclusions on US policy
Inflation still below target, so monetary policy should remain
expansionary

Current consensus forecast has inflation below target and
unemployment at moderate levels in mid-2015, so there is no
current basis for forecasting monetary lift-off at that time; the
Fed should resist pressure to raise the policy rate just because it
has been at zero for so long

The unemployment rate reached 3.8 percent in 2000 and 4.4
percent in 2007 without an outbreak of inflation, so there is
little danger if unemployment drops below 5 percent in the next
few years

Woodford has argued cogently for continuing monetary
expansion to validate earlier statements of the Fed’s intention
to expand aggressively to escape the ZLB
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Ideas about declining LFPR

Not the result of the slack labor market—no recovery of LFPR
as employment recovered and not the result of demographic
shifts (Shimer)

Continuing growth of benefit programs with high penalties on
participation, especially food stamps

Large decline in the dollar price of engaging entertainment
(Davis)

Stagnant real compensation in lower-skill labor markets
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Continental Europe (and Japan?): The
zero lower bound

Generally treated as absolute: the nominal rate can’t be
negative, period

But the bound arises from the central bank’s policy of allowing
reserves to be traded in for currency, which would result in huge
hoards of currency if the reserve rate were too negative

So far, no central bank has depressed the IOR to the point of
any visible currency hoarding

Timidity stands in the way of effective monetary policy under
secular demand stagnation
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Demand stagnation

Substantial and growing slack

ZLB binding for the indefinite future

Inflation below target and declining

Central banks unwilling to lower IOR despite the absence of
currency hoarding
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Overcoming the ZLB to conquer demand
stagnation

Central bank should keep lowering the IOR until currency
holdings expand substantially

Then, stop the policy of exchanging reserves for currency,
except for small denominations (up to e20)

And tax holdings of currency in excess of e10,000 at a rate
sufficient to discourage accumulation
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FAQs

What would happen to the larger-denomination bills?

They would jump in value to levels above their denominations,
then decline at a rate that equalized their return to other safe
investments (Dornbusch)

How would financial institutions remain viable with negative
interest rates?

In ordinary times, banks earn on their portfolios and pay
depositors somewhat less, taking the difference as gross profit;
with negative rates, banks earn from depositors and pay on
portfolio holdings, taking the difference as gross profit.
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